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Responsive ClassroomA Message From Principal Anderson

It has been a revitalizing two weeks with the hustle and bustle 
of a full school.  The students have done a fantastic job 
adapting to the new environment.  We are all enjoying the 
positive social aspects provided by a return to lunch in the 
cafeteria.  While spacing somewhat limits the capacity 
numbers, it still is an example of a return to normalcy that we 
are all searching for. 
There are a couple of important items and dates we want to 
share with all BIS families.

Wednesday, June 2 - Day one of in-person MCAS testing
Thursday, June 3 - Day two of in-person MCAS testing

Week of June 7 - MCAS testing for the West Neighborhood
                            (remote students)

Thursday, June 17 & Friday, June 18 - Early release days: 
11:00 am dismissal - with Student Led Conferences 
scheduled for the afternoon. All Student Led Conferences will 
be conducted through Online meeting platforms.
   

May 26th 3:00 - 5:00 Task Force Meetings

May 31st All Day No School

June 3rd 6:30 - 7:30 Community Advisory Board

June 9th 3:00 - 5:00 Task Force Meetings

June 17th ½ day for Students Student-Led Conferences

June 18th ½ day for Students Student-Led Conferences

June 21st ½ day for Students Last Day of School

Upcoming Events

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
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From our School Nurses

Barnstable Intermediate School                                                                                                                        

895 Falmouth Road Hyannis, MA 02601                                                                                                    

Health Office Phone: 508-790-6460 Fax: 508-790-6435

Important 6th Grade Parent Notice 

Date: May 5, 2021

This letter is a reminder that Massachusetts Department of Public Health requires students entering 7th grade to 

have up-to-date immunizations including the following:

● Tdap Booster

● Meningococcal Vaccine- 1 dose 

Please provide the nurses’ office with documentation of their immunizations as well as an updated physical 

exam prior to the start of the school year.  If they have already had these immunizations, please give the nurses’ 

office a copy this year so they will be all set to start school in the fall.

If you need assistance in having your child immunized with the Tdap, Meningococcal, or other vaccines you may 

contact the local Board of Public Health in Hyannis at 508-862-4648 or the Barnstable Board of Public Health at 

508-375-6617 or your child’s healthcare provider.

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Karen Pulit MSN, RN Emily Hill BSN, RN

pulit_karen@mybps.us  hill_emily@mybps.us 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.facebook.com/BISBroadcasting
https://www.instagram.com/bisbroadcastmedia/
https://twitter.com/BuzzBis
mailto:anderson_james@mybps.us
mailto:pulit_karen@mybps.us
mailto:hill_emily@mybps.us
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School Portrait - Mrs. Hill (School Nurse)

My name is Mrs. Hill, and I am one of the nurses at BIS. This is my fifth 
year here at BIS. I was born and raised in Barnstable and graduated from 
BHS in ’02. I went to nursing school at UNH and then worked in maternity 
at Women and Infant’s Hospital in Rhode Island for 6 years. I married my 
high school sweetheart (who is currently a science teacher at BHS) in 2010, 
and in 2012 we moved back to the Cape. I then worked in a primary care 
doctor’s office for a few years before switching to school nursing. I am so 
happy I made that transition. I love working in the school setting and truly 
enjoy getting to know so many of our wonderful students!

In my spare time, I enjoy being outside. I love camping, hiking, gardening, 
and walking the local conservation areas and beaches, especially Sandy Neck. My husband and I have done a lot of hiking 
here in New England as well as in North Dakota, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Washington, California, and Canada. We even 
backpacked the entire state of Vermont on the Long Trail! Now that we have a 2 year old son, Benjamin, our trips are a 
little less ambitious, but we still have many fun outdoor adventures. Of all my adventures, nothing has been more 
unpredictable than nursing during a pandemic, and I am looking forward to a return to normalcy next school year!

School Portrait - Mrs. Pulit (School Nurse)

Hello BIS family! My name is Karen Pulit, and I am one of the nurses in 
the building. I have been a nurse for 15 years, beginning my nursing 
career working on a medical/surgical floor at St. Luke’s Hospital. I 
worked there for two years before deciding that working with kids is 
where my passion really was. This led me to work as a pediatric nurse for 
many years at Falmouth Pediatrics, until I decided to become a school 
nurse for Barnstable four years ago. My favorite part of being a nurse at 
BIS is working directly with the students and staff. I never know who or 
what situation will walk through the health office door and that is what 
makes this job fun! The biggest challenge I have had to face so far as a 

school nurse is, I bet you can guess...the Covid-19 pandemic! What I have learned through watching our BIS family face 
this challenge is that you are all incredibly strong, adaptable, and braver than you know!  When I am not working at BIS as 
a nurse, I enjoy spending time at home with my husband, Daniel, and three daughters Molly, Madison, and Annabelle. We 
have three cats as well, Reese, Muffin, and Louis. Our favorite thing to do as a family is to go on vacation, especially 
camping and going to Disney. I also enjoy reading and watching movies. A couple fun facts about me:  1) I am incredibly 
afraid of sharks, and 2) When I was little, I wanted to be a WWF wrestler when I grew up. I look forward to finishing this 
year off strong and enjoying the summer!

https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.facebook.com/BISBroadcasting
https://www.instagram.com/bisbroadcastmedia/
https://twitter.com/BuzzBis
mailto:anderson_james@mybps.us
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This month in Social Justice our Advisory program offered a variety of lesson plans for students.  Here are a few 
ideas that were used. 

Understanding Strength and Diversity Nearpod

Bullying - BrainPop

Assumptions - At times we all make “assumptions” based on how people look or how we “perceive” them.  This 
powerpoint challenges you to identify a person’s career based on their “look”.  How did you do?  What 
“assumptions” did you make?  Why?  

Everyone is Unique!
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This month’s Advisory is focused on Communication, Cooperation, Celebrating Differences, and Motivation.  

“Diversity: the art of thinking independently together.” - Malcolm Forbes, Publisher

Reflection:  How do you think our similarities and differences make us a stronger team?

Write 3 positive things that make you uniquely “you”: (1) a family tradition; (2) a favorite activity or interest; (3) a 
skill or talent that you have.  Be ready to share.

S.E.A.D.

Social Justice

https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.facebook.com/BISBroadcasting
https://www.instagram.com/bisbroadcastmedia/
https://twitter.com/BuzzBis
mailto:anderson_james@mybps.us
https://share.nearpod.com/906If785hfb
https://www.brainpop.com/health/personalhealth/bullying/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r6cMzD6B3SQGcFnmdi7qMAutp6C3dTsm/view?usp=sharing
https://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/03/lp294-05.shtml
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The BIS Effective Effort Campaign is designed to teach students about the relationship between effective 
effort and success. The key facets of effective effort, including commitment, focus, persistence, feedback, time, 
and resourcefulness are explicitly addressed in all classrooms by all teachers on a regular basis. Students are 
encouraged to set high goals and give their best effort, and the result of their hard work is acknowledged and 
rewarded. Teachers nominate students for the weekly Effective Effort Award based on their demonstration of 
Effective Effort strategies. Two students are then chosen from the nominations to receive a Barnes and Noble 
gift card.
 
  Student Reason for Nomination Nominating 

Teacher(s) Team

William 
Johnson

William continues to work very hard each day. He is a very engaged learner and 
advocates for himself when he needs help. He participates in class discussion 
and does a great job sharing his thinking process with the class. Way to go, Will!! 6 North Teachers 6 North

Lucca Dias

Lucca is a very hardworking and conscientious student! He is flexible and adapts 
to change quite easily. Lucca strives to do his best in everything he does. He 
takes the time to make sure his work is completed thoroughly and accurately. He 
is very helpful and willing to help others. Keep up the great effective effort! We 
are so proud of you!

Mrs. Wall, Mrs. 
Thomas, Mrs. 
Burns, Ms. 
Boothe 6 North

Kinzie Sharpe

Kinzie is an absolute pleasure to have in class. She works tremendously hard 
and always asks questions when she is having difficulty with a concept. Her 
positive attitude and energy is contagious. We are so proud of all her hard work. 
Way to go, Kinzie!! 6 North teachers 6 North

Dan Franklin

Dan has demonstrated tremendous growth since the beginning of the year. He 
has improved all of his grades and now has all A's and B's. Dan is motivated to 
do well and asks questions when he needs help. He is also willing to share what 
he knows with his peers if they have questions about an assignment. Dan also 
volunteers to help out in the classroom by taking the lunch bag back to the 
cafeteria or run errands. Ms. Wnek 6 East

Giselle 
Lacerda

In one PE period, Giselle fixed my bulletin board, dried a puddle, and helped a 
new student navigate Google Classroom. All without being asked! Thanks 
Giselle!!! Mr. Sarney 7 South

BIS Effective Effort Nominees 
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BIS Effective Effort Winners 
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“Cate demonstrates all of the qualities of an effective effort student. She puts in 
100% effort on all her assignments and advocates for herself when she needs 
help. She is extremely kind to others and takes pride in her school work. 
Continue to do great things because you have a bright future ahead of you! We 
are extremely proud of all you have accomplished so far in 6th grade!”

Cate Buckler, from 6 North, was nominated by Ms. Boothe, Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. 
Wall, and Mrs. Burns.

“Davi showed effective effort this week to by showing up for help sessions and 
being accountable for keeping up his grades. Davi had some technology 
glitches, which ultimately lead to lost work. He persevered and recreated his 
work by putting in the extra time and effort needed.” 

Davi DaSilva, from 6 South, was nominated by Ms. Roth.

“Dan has always been extremely polite since the beginning of the year. 
However, I've noticed a change in Dan. At the beginning of the year he was very 
quiet and didn't really want help with school work. He's like a different person 
lately. He asks for help and works hard. His grades are climbing to the top! I 
spoke to some of his other teachers and they agree - Dan deserves to be 
nominated for this award. He works hard and deserves to be recognized!”

Dan Franklin, from 6 East, was nominated by Mrs. Doe.

https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.facebook.com/BISBroadcasting
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https://twitter.com/BuzzBis
mailto:anderson_james@mybps.us
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“Johanna used effective effort strategies to complete her Video Game Music 
project this month. She continually asks for feedback to make sure she is on the 
right track and made use of Wednesday drop-In time to get her questions 
answered, which allowed her to create a high-quality video and music project. 
Thanks for your excellent work, Johanna--it showed!” 

Johanna Esquivel Monge, from North, was nominated by Mrs. Schroeter.

“Madison is a very hardworking and conscientious student! She puts forth her 
best effort in everything she does! Madison is a strong, creative writer who does 
a great job with elaboration! Madison takes the time to make sure her work is 
completed carefully and thoroughly. Madison is not afraid to ask questions when 
she is unsure about something. We are so proud of her! Keep up the great 
effort!”

Madison McLaughlin, from 6 North, was nominated by Ms. Boothe, Mrs. 
Thomas, Mrs. Wall, and Mrs. Burns.

https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
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Time I have to partner with BIS. BIS Needs

2 to 3 times per school year
Student Showcases

Career Events

1/2 hour per month Family and Community Surveys

1 hour per month Community Advisory Board

1 hour every 2 weeks Task Force Member

1 -2 hours per week
Core Team Member
Classroom Helper

2 or more hours per week Parent Liaison/Classroom Helper

BIS is in need of family or community members to assist us in our timely 
communication to all of our stakeholders. The goal for us this year is that all 
communication being sent by BIS is translated so that ALL members of the 
community have access to timely information in the language of their choice. We 
currently use software to translate the work; however, it does not always pick up on 
the subtle nuances of the English language. If you are someone, or you know of 
someone, that has this skillset and would be interested in volunteering to help, 
please let us know by contacting Mr. Anderson at anderson_james@mybps.us. 
Thank you!

Our Immediate Needs from Our Families and the Community

Call to Action - Do you have some time available? Do you want to work with BIS to help support students?

Community Advisory Board

Please join us on Thursday, June 3rd at 6:30pm to add your voice to the conversation!
Fill out this form to receive a Zoom link for the meeting.

Courtesy of 
comunitycounsel.au

The Community Advisory Board is an opportunity for 
families, community members, and educators to work 

together and lend their voice to Barnstable Intermediate 
School’s redesign process.
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On Wednesday, April 26th, Jonathan Thompson from JT Chronicles spoke to team 7 East about the power of 
positivity and the ability to affect change in their own lives and the lives of others. He also focused on the 
importance of community. This was a kick-off to a month long interdisciplinary social action project happening 
between English and Social Studies class. JT will return in June to celebrate student accomplishments! 

JT & Sadiki Vanreel Enzo Santos, JT, Ms. Sweeney & Eden Vaught

https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
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https://www.facebook.com/BISBroadcasting
https://www.instagram.com/bisbroadcastmedia/
https://twitter.com/BuzzBis
mailto:anderson_james@mybps.us
https://www.jtschronicles.com/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1smO64qW0wgBy9-TeqaTROsDvlPmh3vE3Ixyfkyn5Yo4/edit?usp=sharing
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Looking Forward to Teaching and Learning
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Looking Forward to Teaching and Learning

Grade 7 Math students are hard at work with their MyMenu Project! Students have developed their own 
restaurant menu and are portioning their menu items to satisfy their guests' daily calories.

Pre-Algebra students are learning how to calculate simple interest and also how to interpret where we pay 
interest. Students are making connections on the interest rate and how time affects our money.

Announcement: Math MCAS is June 3rd and we are continually practicing multiple choice strategies and how to 
answer open response questions. 

Every Friday, students are taking "Math Drills" to practice our mental math with rational numbers. Students are 
either at level one: adding integers, or level two: subtracting integers. 

6th North Math:  We have been exploring the world of Geometry.  Students have been working together to find 
the area of different shapes.  We will be working on surface area and volume next week.  To conclude this 
chapter, students will be working on a landscaping and backyard design project.  Please continue to practice 
your multiplication facts!!

Students pictured above: Jean Tirado Baez, Lucca Dias, Kinzie Sharpe, Laylah Prado, Cheyenne Ford 
and Raphaela Rodrigues Augusto.
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Neighborhood in Action

Team 6 North joined with Team 6 East to create a Story Quilt/Musician Quilt Presentation honoring Mr. Mick 
Carlon, the author of Riding on Duke’s Train and a longtime teacher in the Barnstable school system.  Each 
student chose a chapter to illustrate and summarize or a musician from Duke Ellington’s Orchestra to portray 
and describe in writing.  Both team’s compilations are displayed outside the cafeteria.  Additionally, Mrs. Jenn 
Fredo took all the story/musician quilts and created a Google Presentation (click here to view Duke Ellington) .  
The Google Presentation has been shared in the students’ third semester ELA Google Classroom.  Mr. Mick 
Carlon joined each team for an Author Talk and answered many of the questions the students posed.  It was a 
memorable experience for all!  

https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WjeAy3SNBvEYumLFp83qbGFykS58YrNK/view?usp=sharing
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6 North Science: 
We are well into our ecology unit! We have been talking about land biomes, aquatic biomes, ecological 
succession, and more! Students have been doing more hands-on activities, including creating brochures, 
stories, and infographics! We are currently working on levels of organization and creating our own examples of 
organization using animals or our very own BIS versions! Stay tuned! Next week we will be starting food webs, 
food chains, and how energy is transferred.

6 North History:
We have been studying ancient civilizations, beginning with the region of Mesopotamia, and now we are into 
ancient Egypt!  We learned about the first set of written laws: Hammurabi's Code.  Then, the students wrote 
haikus (17 syllable poems which follow a pattern of 3 lines; 5 syllables, 7 syllables and 5 syllables) to express 
their understanding of the laws.  Ask your child about these laws!  Here are a few haikus for your enjoyment.

Lucca Dias
Hammurabi's code
Is a code of great fairness 
Also of despair 

Ashley Cox
They had crazy laws,
In Mesopotamia,
Break them you may die.

Neighborhood in Action

https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
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4/9 (Eng, Span, Port), 4/16 (Eng, Span, Port), 4/30 (Eng)

Newsletters

7 East

6 East ELA: We just finished reading Riding on Duke’s Train authored by BIS’s own Mick Carlon.  As a 
culminating activity, Team 6 East joined with Team 6 North to create a Story Quilt and a Duke Ellington’s 
Orchestra Musicians’ Quilt.  Each student chose a chapter to illustrate and summarize or selected a musician 
from Duke Ellington’s Orchestra and wrote a biography.  Both team’s compilations are displayed outside the 
cafeteria.  Additionally, Mrs. Jenn Fredo took all the story/musician quilts and created a Google Presentation 
(click here to view Duke Ellington).   Mr. Mick Carlon joined each team for an Author Talk and answered many of 
the questions the students posed.  It was a memorable experience for all!  

 DUKE ELLINGTON’S ORCHESTRA  RIDING ON DUKE’S TRAIN STORY QUILT  

Neighborhood in Action
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Neighborhood in Action

Students on 7 East finished an interdisciplinary project where they created a shipping container for chocolate to 
keep it from melting in hot delivery trucks or on doorsteps. Most of the work was based in science where 
students used three types of heat transfer to see if the chocolate was properly protected by the insulation they 
chose, and the size and shape they calculated for the box. They applied measurement skills, learned how to 
use new tools, and constructed an insulated box. In history, students learned about the chocolate trade and 
origins of chocolate. In math, they graphed the rate of change, analyzed their graphs to identify the Constant of 
Proportionality, as well as determined how long the chocolate can stay in its package before it starts to melt. In 
English, students wrote a persuasive letter to the owners of Cape Cod Chocolatier persuading them to choose 
their shipping container. Students used both data and persuasive techniques to compose their letter. This 
project was engaging for students and encouraged them to make connections to real-world experiences. 

7 East Social Studies: Students finished a G.R.A.P.E.S. project on Athens & Sparta.
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7 East ELA- Students created blackout poems in honor of National Poetry Month! It was a fun class that 
allowed for creativity and choice.

Neighborhood in Action

Taylor MacDonald 

Khyla GouldbourneYasmin Santos Lily Raposo Matt Brancaccio

Matt DeDecko Jake Atwell
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Neighborhood in Action

Students came to school the other week to find their Postcards from the Pandemic printed and displayed in the 
6 South hallway, accompanied by their “6 Word Memoir” visualization to reflect their writing in a bite-size 
fashion! Students had the choices between writing a poem, an essay, or a short story to express how they are 
grappling with the pandemic. 

In collaboration with the Nickerson Archives at the Cape Cod Community College, students will have these 
moments frozen in history as primary sources of what it was like to be a preteen living in the Covid-19 world! 
Imagine historians, researchers, and the public looking through your writing in 20, 50, or even 100 years! 

Some of our pieces are already live in the archives! Take a look here! 
https://nickersonarchives.omeka.net/exhibits

Don’t see yours just yet? Want to read your classmates’ pieces? Take a look at our own 6 South Postcards Site 
- with our guest interview with Rebekah Ambrose-Dalton and Dorothy Skelley from the archives! 
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Students on 7 South have been reading The Outsiders and doing a close examination of Ponyboy’s internal 
conflict with identity and the social and emotional hurdles of teen years. They were able to do a visual 
representation of the poem “Hanging Fire” by Audre Lorde and really rose to the occasion!

Video by Paige Huntington to represent Hanging Fire

Video by Anna Schlegel to show Hanging Fire

Neighborhood in Action

Work by Charlie Garrity:

Work by Ali Riaz: Work by Shawn Fredo: Work by Asha Patel:

Work by 
Caroline Curley:
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7 South created a playlist for their generation. Students submitted their song choice and explained why they 
think it represents Gen Z! Click on the slide below to see the student work.

Neighborhood in Action 

The crossroads team (Mrs. Morgan, Ms. Allin, Mr. MacNeill, 
and Mrs. Almas) helped the kids build the trays and plant the 
seeds in class. We found a space near the window so it can 
get sun.This activity promotes Habits of Success-- 
specifically responsibility, as one of the students is 
responsible to water the trays each day; and Perseverance, 
because we need to continue the watering regime if we want 
to see results! Also, the kids are working on respectful 
communication and team building as they do this activity 
together.

The two students pictured are Jason Williams (left) and 
Collin Lunn (right).
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Neighborhood in Action 

Mr. Botolino’s 6th Grade Social Studies - Students  have spent the last few weeks learning about human 
history from the Paleolithic Era up to Neo-Babylonian empire. Students created a comic book depicting 2 
citizens who have made the transition. Enjoy!

In Mr. Ferreira’s 7 South Social Studies class, students are finishing their unit on ancient Greece and 
moving on to ancient Rome until the end of the year! Here are some of the fun activities we will be doing 
during our Rome unit… 

● Roman Gladiator Simulation Game!
● Julius Ceasar Murder Mystery Day!
● Cross-curricular project with Ms. Wadden: Building a Roman Aqueduct!
● Create Your Own Roman Mosaic! 
● Exploring Rome through Virtual Reality!
● Ancient Roman Escape Room! 

South teachers sharing their Neighborhood pride!

Building Relationships
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Making Connections
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Students have enjoyed learning chess together 
during lunch time Chess Club.   The games 
have been very educational, interactive, 
spirited, and fun!  Recently, students have 
challenged each other with weekly 
tournaments!  All are welcome if you would like 
to join in on the fun!    

Student Presentation with S.T.E.A.M.- 
6 West student Luka Santos presented his project 
titled “Overfishing” with the after-school S.T.E.A.M. 
program led by Ms. Asheley Ashittey.  We are very 
proud of Luka’s research and final presentation to our 
school community.  Congratulations to Luka and 
S.T.E.A.M. club friends for a job well done! 

6 West Social Studies- We have continued our studies of Ancient Civilizations, specifically the rise of 
Sumerian City States in  Mesopotamia. During this unit we focused on the essential question of, “How did 
geographic challenges lead to the rise of city-states in Mesopotamia?” Students were introduced to the 
acronym of G.R.A.P.E.S. which represent the factors that characterize any civilization: Geography, 
Religion, Achievements, Politics, Economics, and Social Structures. After several different 
activities/readings, students proved their knowledge of the content by creating a  “GRAPES OF ANCIENT 
MESOPOTAMIA” Jamboard.  Please clink on the link to see an example.  We are now preparing to embark on 
our study of Ancient Egypt, but, first, we are learning about the continent of Africa and its political and physical 
features.

Neighborhood in Action
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Neighborhood in Action

6 West ELA - ELA classes recently enjoyed some beautiful warm early spring days together outdoors on Zoom 
discussing and exploring poetry.  Students quietly reflected on the sights and sounds of nature surrounding 
them during class time using their five senses to help build their poems.  Students expressed themselves 
creatively with written poetry and imagery using Jamboard.  Students shared their final projects with their 
classmates presenting their poetry images and written words out loud to others.  It was a beautiful way to 
capture and share their visions of nature.     

https://www.google.com/maps/place/895%20Falmouth%20Road%20+Hyannis+MA+02601
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Neighborhood in Action

6 West Science - Students have been studying Life Science and finding both biotic and abiotic factors in our 
own backyards.  We then found out how these factors work together to create a healthy environment in our 
ecosystem. Next, we looked at food webs and chains, habitats, and how changing even one element can 
disrupt the whole ecosystem.  Ask your students to share their knowledge!  We are currently working on 
learning more about the rock cycle and weathering, erosion, and deposition.  See some sample drawings below 
of what we have learned about our environment and the biotic and abiotic components we share it with.  

Layla Ribot

Nikolas Paula
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Neighborhood in Action

7 West - Ms. Mandeville and Mrs. Nickerson’s Advisory students have entered the annual Peace Poetry contest 
sponsored by the Cape Cod Veterans for Peace. The students wrote beautiful, heartfelt poems, and we wish 
them good luck! We hope you enjoy reading the creative and inspiring poems, which were written by our very 
own talented 7W students. 

Balmy Winds

by Rafael Ferias

Peace is doing what you love,

whether it’s a day at the beach

or a walk in the park 

I like riding my bike

passing roads and bridges

feeling wind wisp on my face    

I also love walking my dog 

hearing the sound of him barking 

at the sound of blowing leaves

scraping down the road.

I couldn’t say my hobbies will bring you peace 

But, yours might bring the best in you.

Peace

by Yann Queres

Peace isn’t always when you want it,

it’s when you need it

like the love and the seas

and especially the outdoors.

Peace is like a strawberry pie,

it’s sweet and can also make you happy.

Peace

Dreaming of Peace

by Angel Matias

 

When you're in a dream

you are at peace

with yourself and your heart.

You don’t have to worry

about anything.

All you gotta do is

dream a dream

to find your inner peace

with yourself.  
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Neighborhood in Action

Math: Eric Crane is trying to persuade his 
family to take him on a trip to New York City! 
7W is completing an interdisciplinary project 
that revolves around a Math Weather Project 
that calculated Measures of Center to predict 
the weather forecast for vacation destinations. 
After completing the Math Weather Project and 
writing a persuasive essay for Mr. Carlon’s class 
to try to convince his family to take him on a 
vacation to NYC, Eric completed Mrs. O’Brien’s 
Calculating the Vacation Cost form. Eric created 
a budget for his trip; he plans to share this with 
his family. Will Eric successfully persuade his 
family to take him on an exhilarating trip to New 
York City? Stay tuned! 

Eric’s Budget for his Proposed Trip to New York City

Reading: After reading the NewsELA article “Protecting Philippines’ Palawan”, Marshane Brown and Walter 
DaLuze completed slides to demonstrate how they can use context clues to identify the meaning of unknown 
words.The work on their slides demonstrates active participation and the use of effective effort strategies.
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Educator Portrait - Mr. Pursel (7th Grade Science Teacher)
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Hi everyone! I’m Brendan Pursel, the 7th-grade science teacher in the West 
Neighborhood! This is my second year as a teacher and my first year at BIS. 
I grew up in Albany, New York, and came to Cape Cod just a few years ago 
after graduating college and am excited to make it my new home!
I am currently coaching lacrosse on the upper cape and recently got a new 
puppy that I am training to become a therapy dog! In my free time, I love 
spending my time outdoors with my dogs, Phoebe and Murphy, either hiking 
or relaxing on the water. I am thrilled to work on the remote team at BIS and 
am enjoying the chance to learn along with the students.

Educator Portrait - Mrs. Stampfl (6th Grade ELA Teacher)

My name is Mrs. Stampfl, and I am one of the teachers on the 
Neighborhood West remote team for BIS.  I teach 6th grade 
English/Language Arts.  I have been a Barnstable school teacher for 
over 17 years. I have taught English/Language Arts, English Language 
Learners, Technology and Computer Science at both Barnstable 
Intermediate School and Barnstable High School.   I live in Barnstable 
with my husband, Dennis, our two daughters, Alexandra (18) and 
Michaela (14), and our sweet Golden Retriever, Bruin.  My favorite 
activities outside of school are going for walks with my family and dog, 
taking family trips, reading new books, attending my children’s sporting 
events, visiting with friends and family, cooking, gardening, and 
exploring our beautiful local beaches here on Cape Cod. I have enjoyed 
teaching and getting to know all of my 6 West students over this past 
year, and I am so proud of their perseverance and resilience throughout 
remote learning.  
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6th Grade Technology

7th Grade Technology

6th Grade Technology students have been working on lessons in Digital Citizenship and learning skills that will 
help them throughout their lives. As they’ve been doing this, they have also maintained notes in a digital 
notebook, which they will use to create Public Service Announcements for 5th graders in the form of infographics. 
Look for some finished products in our next Newsletter posting!

7th grade technology students will be working in groups to build a survey asking their classmates and 
community members about their experiences with Cyberbullying. Once they create the survey and have 
respondents complete it, students will analyze and present their data. Students will use this data to create a 
Public Service Announcement at the end of our Digital Citizenship unit to educate other students and to combat 
Cyberbullying. Look for a digital artifact of the completed PSAs in the May Newsletter. 

Music Tech: Students completed their Video Game Music Projects this month. They created their own music 
inspired by a video game of their choice and matched it with visuals from a video game using Adobe Spark or 
Google Slides. 

7th Grade Music Technology
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BIS Chorus

BIS Band

Many of our BIS Chorus students participated in our last remote Wednesday Zoom on Wednesday, April 14th. 
(see Zoom group pictures below) Be on the lookout for our “Spring Concert” coming to you virtually this year. 
The students have all been working so hard this year singing virtually from home and with masks on in school. 
We are looking forward to warmer weather to be able to sing outside in May and June!

We will be meeting in person for the remainder of the school year for the North, South, and East 
neighborhoods. West will continue to meet remotely. If you have ever played a woodwind, brass, or percussion 
instrument and want to get back into the activity, check your neighborhood’s Band time here: Band Schedule 
Awesome attendance will be rewarded!

Wellness

This month Wellness students were introduced to “strength training”. 
They have worked very hard with dumbbells and weighted body bars 
to improve their knowledge, and understand the benefits of strength 
training for their everyday lives. 

We also celebrated “Earth Day” when we came back from vacation. 
The students went on a “Nature Scavenger Hunt” to recognize all of 
the reasons we need to take care of our Earth… land, sea, air, and 
other water resources. We will continue this extremely important 
journey of protecting our Earth in the coming weeks. :)
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7th Grade Art

Seventh grade art students finished a perspective drawing and began working on portrait drawings 
in graphite (pencil).  The perspective lesson showed the students one of the most important 
techniques of creating the illusion of three dimensional (3D) objects on a two dimensional (2D) 
surface; things appear to get smaller as they go away from us.  We learned how artist’s have 
harnessed that technique to create realistic renderings of what they see in the world.    

We then moved on to portraits.  We spent a lot of time practicing all the parts of the face - the eyes, 
the nose and mouth all had their own lesson and demonstration on how to draw them.  We then 
looked at the proportions of the human face and began drawing our portraits.  For our first portrait 
adventure, we drew generic faces (not of anyone in particular).  Once the head was drawn and the 
features placed, the students had the job of shading the faces to create a change in value and 
emphasize the light and dark parts of a face. We are still working on them, but as you can see, the 
work the students have done already is out of this world! I am REALLY proud of them as this is not 
an easy assignment.  I will be excited to share the finished product in the next newsletter.  Here are 
a few examples of what we are doing:
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